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Summary
An alternative media collective (AMC) is a network of activists who use amateur media formats in radical
ways to propel the visibility of a cause or struggle. From the 16mm filmmaker cooperatives in the 1960’s
to today’s livestreamers that came to rise during Occupy Wall Street (OWS), AMCs have produced
mountains of raw, powerful moving image material of great interest to scholars of social movement
history. Anonymity and consensus models often characterize the provenance of these works, causing
some interesting challenges for the archives (both radical and otherwise) and non-profits that end up
taking responsibility for their care. Inevitable shifts in politics and ideologies of the original creators over
decades can also disrupt preservation practices on the unique needs of obsolete moving image material.
Activist Archivist Kelly Haydon has worked with and studied the archives of AMCs over the past four
years and will talk about her experiences with THE NEWSREEL archives and a livestream outfit that
gained visibility during the heyday of the OWS movement, arguing for radical archives to enact
preservation practices that expect ideologies to change.

Speaker Bio
Kelly Haydon is the co-founder of Activist Archivists. She is also a database specialist and a part-time
graduate student in the Moving Image Archiving and Preservation Program at NYU. In the past two
years, she has implemented collection management databases for Anthology Film Archives in New York
City and for the Institute for African Studies in Accra, Ghana. Specializing in low-budget preservation
tactics for activist organizations, she has provided consultation and assistance on the media collections
of Equality Now and Third World Newsreel. In addition to her studies, she works full time as a database
consultant for Service First Consulting, primarily servicing the United States Holocaust Museum in
Washington, D.C.


